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Abstract

GLS is a new distributed location service which tracks mobile node locations. GLS combined with geographic forwarding allows the construction of ad hoc mobile networks that scale to a larger number of nodes than possible with previous work. GLS is decentralized and runs on the mobile nodes themselves, requiring no fixed infrastructure. Each mobile node periodically updates a small set of other nodes (its location servers) with its current location. A node sends its position updates to its location servers without knowing their actual identities, assisted by a predefined ordering of node identifiers and a predefined geographic hierarchy. Queries for a mobile node's location also use the predefined identifier ordering and spatial hierarchy to find a location server for that node.

Experiments using the ns simulator for up to 600 mobile nodes show that the storage and bandwidth requirements of GLS grow slowly with the size of the network. Furthermore, GLS tolerates node failures well: each failure has only a limited effect and query performance degrades gracefully as nodes fail and restart. The query performance of GLS is also relatively insensitive to node speeds. Simple geographic forwarding combined with GLS compares favorably with Dynamic Source Routing (DSR): in larger networks (over 200 nodes) our approach delivers more packets, but consumes fewer network resources.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis considers the problem of routing in large ad hoc networks of mobile hosts. Ad hoc networks are also sometimes referred to as mobile multi-hop wireless networks. Mobile node in the network form their own cooperative routing infrastructure by relaying each other's packets toward their ultimate destinations.

This thesis describes a system, Grid, that combines geographic forwarding with a scalable distributed location service to implement routing in a large ad hoc network. We analyze Grid's location service (GLS), show that it is correct and efficient, and present simulation results supporting our analysis.

1.1 Motivation

It is possible to construct large networks of fixed nodes today. Prominent examples include the telephone system and the Internet. The cellular telephone network shows how these wired networks can be extended to include large numbers of mobile nodes. However, these networks require a large up-front investment in fixed infrastructure before they are useful—central offices, trunks, and local loops in the case of the telephone system, radio towers for the cellular network. Furthermore, upgrading these network infrastructures to meet increasing bandwidth demands has proven expensive and slow.

The fact that large fixed communication infrastructures already exist might seem to limit the usefulness of any competing approach. There are, however, a number of situa-
tions in which ad hoc networks are desirable. Users may be so sparse or dense that the appropriate level of fixed infrastructure is not an economical investment. Sometimes fixed infrastructure exists but cannot be relied upon, such as during disaster recovery, battlefields. Finally, existing services may not provide adequate service, or may be too expensive. For example, ad hoc networks can be used to extend base station’s coverage and overall system capacity. Also, people can setup a large scale cooperative wireless network in their community without relying on any 0 companies to wire them up.

Though ad hoc networks are attractive, they are more difficult to implement than fixed networks. Fixed networks take advantage of their static nature in two ways. First, they 1 distribute network topology information among the nodes, and each node computes routes through that topology using relatively inexpensive algorithms. Since the network topology does not change very frequently due to the static nature of fixed networks, such topology distribution has acceptable protocol message overhead and has shown to be cost effective. Second, fixed networks define route hierarchy and embed routing hints in node addresses because the complete topology of a large network is too unwieldy to process or distribute globally. Neither of these techniques works well for networks with mobile nodes because movement invalidates topology information and permanent node addresses cannot include dynamic location information. However, there is a topological assumption that works well for radio-based ad hoc networks: nodes that are physically close also tend to be close in the network topology; that is, they will likely be connected by a small number of radio hops.

**Grid** uses geographical forwarding to take advantage of the similarity between physical and network proximity. In order to send packets, the source node first obtains location information (i.e. geographical position) of the intended destination and labels each packet with the geographical position of its destination. An intermediate node only needs to know its own position and the positions of nearby nodes; that is enough information to relay each packet through the neighbor that is geographically closest to the ultimate destination. Although **Grid** forwards packets based purely upon local geographic information, it is highly likely that packets are also approaching their destination as measured by the number of remaining hops to the destination. Because nodes only need local information, regardless of the total network size, geographic forwarding is attractive for large-scale networks.
However, to achieve the full functionality of a traditional routing protocol, a system based on geographic forwarding needs a mechanism for source nodes to learn the current positions of destinations. To preserve scalability, this location service must allow queries and updates to be performed using only a handful of messages. Of course, the location service itself must operate using only geographic forwarding.

1.2 Design Goals

There are many possible designs for a location service. For example, whenever destination node’s location information is desired, the source can simply flood the network with location query packets. This simplest design violates our goal of scalability because of its excessive flooding messages. Another possible strategy would be to designate a static central location server whose geographic location is well-known and have all nodes send their location updates and queries to this server. This solution is not scalable either. Not only the central location server becomes a single point of failure, but also there is too much load on it and its neighborhood radio network for processing and forwarding all the location update and query packets. Another disadvantage is that no matter how close the destination node is, the source always has to communicate with the (possibly faraway or unreachable due to network partition) location server before it can send packets to the destination.

We have identified the following characteristics of a desirable distributed location service that serve as our design objectives:

1. **The work of maintaining the location service should be spread evenly over the nodes.**
   No node should be a bottleneck. Relying on any central designated location servers not only increases the load of those servers, making them single points of failure, but also will inevitable congest the radio network around those servers. To spread the load, each node should act as a location server for different sets of nodes.

2. **The failure of a node should not affect the reachability of many other nodes.**
   Node failures in ad hoc networks are much more common than in fixed networks due
to battery problem, less powerful mobile devices etc. Therefore, the location service should be fault tolerant. The failure of any particular small set of nodes should not bring down the entire location 1, rather the performance should degrade gracefully as nodes fail. This effectively excludes solutions that depend on centralized location servers.

3. **Queries for the locations of nearby hosts should be satisfied with correspondingly local communication.**

When source and destination nodes are nearby each other, the location query should be a relatively inexpensive operation and faster than if the nodes are far away from each other. Specifically, if the query is performed by sending out a location query packet, such packet should not travel very far away. Since we expect more communication to happen between nodes that are close to each other, location queries in general would have much less overhead with this property. In addition, this would also allow operation in the face of network partitions.

4. **The per-node storage and communication cost of the location service should grow as a small function of the total number of nodes.**

To preserve the scalability of geographic forwarding, the location service itself must be scalable. We evaluate scalability of a distributed location service in terms of the per-node storage and communication cost required for running the protocol.

The *Grid Location Service* (GLS) presented in this thesis satisfies all above requirements.

### 1.3 Thesis Organization

The second chapter of the thesis describes the geographic forwarding technique used in *Grid*. It evaluates the effects of node density in the network on the performance of greedy geographic forwarding. The third chapter describes the *Grid Location Service*, how it realizes the above mentioned properties and proves its correctness. The next chapter describes
how Grid puts everything together to route a packet. We also examine several optimizations that make Grid work well in a mobile environment. We present our performance evaluation of Grid by simulations in Chapter 5. Specially, we answer the questions, “how does Grid’s protocol overhead grows as the size of the network grows?”, “how well does Grid perform with moving nodes?”, “Does GLS degrade gracefully with node failures?”. We also compare Grid with one of the best-known on-demand routing protocol, DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) and show that Grid’s performance is superior. Chapter 6 describes the related work in ad hoc routing and Chapter 7 concludes with summaries of the thesis’ contributions and future work.
Chapter 2

Geographic Forwarding

Geographic forwarding is a routing technique that bases its forwarding decisions on neighboring nodes’ geographic locations. In radio networks, it is very likely that two nodes that are geographically close together will also be close together in terms of the routing path. Geographic forwarding makes use of this characteristics of radio networks.

2.1 Geographic Forwarding Overview

We use a simple scheme for geographic forwarding that is similar to Cartesian routing [8]. Each node determines its own geographic position using a mechanism such as GPS [1]; positions consist of latitude and longitude. A node announces its presence, position, and velocity to its neighbors (other nodes within radio range) by broadcasting periodic HELLO packets. Each node maintains a table of its current neighbors’ identities and geographic positions. The header of a packet destined for a particular node contains the destination’s identity as well as its geographic position. In order to forward a packet toward location $P$, a node consults its neighbor table and greedily chooses the neighbor closest to $P$ as the packet’s next hop. The packet stops when it reaches the destination.

In the example shown in figure 2.1, when node $A$ wants to send packets to $G$, it labels each packet with $G$’s geographic location (i.e. latitude and 0). Each intermediate node chooses among its neighbors the node that is the closest to the destination geographically and forwards the packets to it. For example, node $C$ will pick node $E$ as the next hop for
packets to $G$.

The greatest advantage of geographic forwarding lies in its simplicity and scalability. No complex routing hierarchy is built yet it is perfectly scalable to big networks, since no matter how big the network becomes, each node only needs to learn about its local neighborhood in order to make forwarding decisions.

Greedy geographic forwarding will fail in the face of adverse topologies. For example, a packet may reach a node that does not know about any nodes closer than itself to the ultimate destination. For example, in figure 2.1, $C$ thinks itself the closest node among its neighbors to $G$ and can not further forward the packets. However, we can see that there is a valid path via $C \rightarrow D \rightarrow E \rightarrow F \rightarrow G$. Because $D$ is farther away from $G$ than $C$, $C$ refuses to forward packets backwards and greedy geographic forwarding will fail. This dead-end indicates that there is a “hole” in the geographic distribution of nodes. In that case, the Grid implementation described in this thesis simply gives up and does not attempt to recover from the error. We believe that in truly mobile networks, where topology changes very often, such geographic forwarding failures are temporary and successive retries will succeed after the network “heals” the “hole” itself.

Actively recovering from dead-ends is possible using the same neighbor position information used in geographic forwarding. Karp and Kung propose GPSR [13], a geographic routing system that uses a planar subgraph of the wireless network’s graph to route around
Figure 2-2: Geographic forwarding failure. Node C does not know of any other node that is closer to G than itself, even though there is a valid path (C → D → E → F → G) to G.

holes. They simulate GPSR on mobile networks with 50–200 nodes, and show that it delivers more packets successfully with lower routing protocol overhead than DSR on networks with more than 50 nodes. Bose et al [3], independently demonstrate a loop-free method for routing packets around holes using only information local to each node. The method works only for unit graphs, in which two nodes can communicate directly in exactly the cases in which they are within some fixed distance of each other.

2.2 Effect of Density

In a random network with uniform nodes distribution, Geographic forwarding works best when nodes are dense enough that dead ends are not common. We present a simple evaluation of the effects of node density using the ns [7] network simulator. The simulated nodes have 2 Megabit per second IEEE 802.11 radios [6] with ranges of about 250 meters; each node transmits HELLO messages at 2 second intervals, and routing table entries expire after 4 seconds. Nodes move continuously at 0 ~ 10m/s; each node moves by selecting a random destination, moving toward it, and selecting a new destination when it reaches the old one. Each node sends packets to three destination nodes selected at ran-
Figure 2-3: Fraction of data packets unable to be delivered using geographic forwarding with a perfect location service, as a function of node density. The simulation area is 1 km$^2$.

dom; each conversation starts at a time selected randomly over the 300 second life of the simulation. A conversation involves sending 6 packets of 128 bytes each at quarter second intervals. Senders know the correct geographic positions of destinations without the need of a location service in the simulations.

Figure 2-3 is the result of simulations over a range of node densities. In each simulation, the nodes are placed at random in a 1 km$^2$ square. The graph reports the fraction of packets that were not delivered for each node density. In this scenario, geographic forwarding works well for more than 50 nodes per square kilometer. If 50 nodes are evenly placed in a 1 km$^2$ square, the inter-node spacing is roughly $141 = 1000/\sqrt{50}$ meters, which is within radio range. More generally, the simulation results agree with a mathematical analysis of random nodes distributed throughout the unit square: one can prove that if the communication radius is $r$ and the number of points exceeds $(6/r^2) \ln(6/r^2)$ per km$^2$, then dead ends are extremely unlikely to occur.
Chapter 3

The Grid Location Service

Combining geographic forwarding with a mechanism for determining the location of a node implements the traditional network layer: any node can send packets to any other node. In this chapter, we explain the design of a distributed location service, Grid Location Service, that makes use of geographic forwarding.

A trivial location service might consist of a statically positioned location server. Nodes would periodically update this server (using geographic forwarding to send update packets to the location server’s well-known coordinates) with their current location. For a node A to contact node B, A queries the location server for B’s current location before using geographic forwarding to contact B.

Using a single location server has a number of problems. The centralized server is a single point of failure; it is unlikely to scale to a large number of mobile nodes; it also causes overload to the centralized server and its neighboring nodes that need to relay location update/query packets to the server; it can not allow multiple network partitions to each function normally in their own partition; and no matter how close nodes are to each other, they must contact a potentially distant location server in order to communicate locally.

The design goal of GLS is to address these problems. GLS is fault-tolerant; there is no dependence on specially designated nodes. GLS scales to large numbers of nodes; our goal is to provide a service that scales to at least the size of a large metropolitan area. Finally, GLS operates effectively even for isolated pockets of nodes. A node should be able to determine the location of any node that it can reach with geographic forwarding. That is,
a location lookup should not involve nodes that are too far away from the node performing the lookup and the node being looked up.

### 3.1 GLS Overview

The main idea of GLS is that every node maintains its current location in a number of location servers distributed throughout the network. GLS arranges that different nodes tend to have different sets of location servers. These location servers are not specially designated; each node acts as a location server on behalf of some other nodes. The location servers for a node are relatively dense near the node but sparse farther from node; this ensures that anyone near a destination can use a nearby location server to find the destination, while also limiting the number of location servers for each node. On the other hand long distance queries are not disproportionally penalized: query path lengths stay roughly proportional to data path lengths.

In order for each node to independently select its limited set of location servers, GLS avoids techniques such as leader election or dynamic hierarchy to determine location server responsibility. These schemes place undue stress on the nodes unlucky enough to be elected as a leader or placed at higher levels in the hierarchy. Instead, GLS allows a node X to select a set of location servers that, probabilistically, is unlike the set of servers selected by other nodes and does not change drastically as nodes enter or leave the network. Nodes searching for X are able to find X's location servers using no prior knowledge beyond node X's ID. This is accomplished by carrying out much the same protocol that X used to select its servers in the first place.

Our approach draws its intuition from Consistent Hashing, a technique developed to support hierarchical caching of web pages [12]. To avoid making a single node into the bottleneck of the hierarchical cache, that paper used a hash function to build a distinct hierarchy for each page, much as we use a distinct location service hierarchy for each node. Also like our paper, that paper used nested query radii to ensure that queries for a given page did not go to caches much farther away than the page itself.

GLS balances the location server work evenly across all the nodes if nodes themselves
and their IDs are uniformly distributed in the network. Such unique, random IDs can be 
obtained, for example, by using a strong hash function to obtain an ID from a node’s unique 
name. The name could be any uniquely allocated name, such as Internet host names, IP 
addresses, or MAC addresses. For purposes of discussing the GLS, a node’s ID is more 
interesting than its original name, therefore when we refer to a node A, we are referring to 
the node whose name hashes to A.

3.2 Selecting and Querying Location Servers

We present the details of GLS algorithm in this section. The major algorithm of GLS 
determines how each node selects its set of location servers. With algorithms for location 
server selection, GLS is able to provide for distributed location lookups by replicating the 
knowledge of a node’s current location at selected nodes. A node A hoping to contact node 
B can use the same location selection algorithm to query one of a number of other nodes 
that know B’s location. The fact that the same server selection algorithm is used ensures 
that A’s search for B’s location servers and B’s original recruitment of location servers 
ought to lead to the same set of servers.

GLS uses a pre-determined spatial hierarchy to limit the number of location servers for 
each node and organize the distribution of the servers. At startup, all nodes know the same 
global partitioning of the world into a hierarchy of grids with squares of increasing size, as 
shown in Figure 3-1. The smallest square is referred to as an level-0 square. Four level-0 
squares make up a level-1 square, and so on. It is important that not every square made up 
of four level-n squares is also a level-(n + 1) square. Rather, to avoid overlap, a particular 
level-n square is part of only one level-(n+1) square, not four. This maintains an important 
invariant: a node is located in exactly one square at each level. This system of increasing 
square sizes provides a context in which a node selects fewer and fewer location servers 
at greater distances. Our choice of a grid-based partition is somewhat arbitrary; any other 
balanced hierarchical partition of the space can be used as well.

Consider how B determines which nodes to update with its changing location, using its 
ID and the predetermined grid hierarchy only. B knows that other nodes will want to locate
it, but that they will have little knowledge beyond B’s ID. B’s strategy is to recruit nodes with IDs “close” to its own ID to serve as its location servers. We define the node closest to B in ID space to be the node with the least ID greater than B. Such node is also sometimes referred to as B’s successor. The ID space is considered to be circular, for example, 2 is closer to 17 than 7 is to 17.

If we consider the tree corresponding to the grid hierarchy, a node selects location servers in each sibling of a square that contains the node. The exact details of the selection are best understood with an example (see Figure 3-2). A node chooses a location server in each of the three sibling square at each level of the grid hierarchy. For example, B recruits a location server in each of its three sibling level-0 squares, level-1 and level-2 squares. The node chosen to be B’s location server is B’s successor in that sibling square. In figure 3-2, for example, 23 is B(with ID 17)’s location server because it has the closest ID to B among all the nodes in that sibling level-0 square (specifically, 23 is considered as “closer” to 17 than 41 in ID space).

Figure 3-3 shows the state of a Grid network once all nodes have recruited their location

Figure 3-1: GLS’s spatial hierarchy. A few example squares at various levels are shown with dark shading. The lightly shaded square is shown as an example of a 2x2 square which is not a level-1 square because of its location.
Figure 3-2: The inset squares are regions in which B will seek a location server. The nodes that become B’s location servers are circled and shown in bold.
Figure 3.3: An entire network's location server organization. Each node is shown with the list of nodes for which it has up to date location information. B's location servers are shown in bold. Two possible queries by A for B's location are shown.
servers using the above explained GLS algorithm. With the complete network state as reference, we can return to the problem of how A finds the location of B.

To perform a location query, A sends a request (using geographic forwarding) to the least node greater than or equal to B for which A knows (A knows about a node if it is the location server for that node). That node relays the query in the same way by forwarding it to the "closest" node it knows and so on. Note that the nodes to whom the location query is forwarded are actually B's successors in increasing levels of squares. Hence eventually, the query will reach a location server of B which could 1 the query to B itself.

In the above simple illustrations, it appears that we assume that a node can scan an entire square (of arbitrary size) and choose the appropriate nodes (its successors) to act as its location servers. In fact, we allow nodes to route location update packets to their location servers without knowing their identities beforehand. To bootstrap the system, each node should know the identities of every other node in its level-0 square. Assume that a node B wishes to recruit a location server in one of its sibling level-n squares, B sends a packet, using geographic forwarding, to that square. The first node L in the square that receives the packet begins a location update process that closely resembles a query for B's location; but this update will actually carry the current location of B along with it. As we will demonstrate in the next section, the update will arrive at B's successor in the level-n square containing L. This is exactly the appropriate destination node for the location update to go to; the final destination node simply records B's current location and becomes a location server for B.

The only requirement for B to distribute its location to the appropriate server in a level-n square is that the nodes contained in the square have already distributed their locations throughout that square. If we imagine an entire Grid system being turned on at the same time, nodes would need to update their level-1 location servers before they could recruit their level-2 location servers. Once the level-n location servers are operating, there is sufficient routing capability to set up the level-(n + 1) location servers. Although this updating procedure described this way seems to require synchronous operation, synchrony is not strictly necessary. In the actual GLS protocol implementation, we expect to use periodic location updates. We will study GLS performance when nodes join and leave the
network frequently in the chapter on performance evaluation. As nodes join and leave the network, updates to location servers are forced to be out of synchrony with each other.

3.3 GLS Efficiency Analysis

We analyze GLS's efficiency in terms of the number of steps the location updates and queries take to reach the final location server for a node in a static network. We consider it a single GLS step each time a location update/query is forwarded to a different location server. A GLS step is distinct from a single hop in the geographic forwarding; indeed, each location query step is likely to require several geographic forwarding hops.

In a static network, the number of steps taken by a location query from A to B is no more than the level of the smallest square in which A and B are co-located plus 1. In Figure 3-3, the entire diagram is a level-3 square. Therefore all queries can be performed in no more than four location query steps. As we have seen before, location queries use the same location server lookup procedure as location updates, hence the number of steps for a location update to reach its successor in a level-n sibling square is also no more than \( n + 1 \).

At each step, a query makes its way to the destination node's successor (closest in ID space to the destination) node at increasing higher levels of squares in the grid hierarchy. Firstly, the query is forwarded to the best node in the local level-0 square since a node knows all the other nodes in its level-0 square. From this point on, each step moves the query to the successor node in the next larger containing square; when the next larger square contains the destination node, the successor node (closest to the destination ID) must be the destination itself. Thus the query's next step is to the destination. This behavior not only limits the number of steps needed to satisfy a query, it also bounds the geographic region in which the query will propagate. Because the query proceeds into larger and larger squares that still contain the source, the query will stay inside the smallest square containing the source and the destination.

To understand why each step brings the query to the destination's successor in a larger square, we will first consider the query from node A (76) for the address of B (17), shown starting in the lower right of Figure 3-3. Our abbreviated topology has no more than one
node per square, so the query trivially begins at the $B$'s successor, itself, at level-0 square. For the next step, the query moves to the $B$'s successor (21) in the level-1 square that contains node $A$, because 76 happens to have the location information for all the nodes in its level-1 square. This is an artifact of our sparse layout. However, we would like to ask, why does 21 know the location of $B$'s 0 in the next higher level square?

Recall that 21 is node $B$'s successor in its level-1 square. This guarantees that no nodes in that square have IDs between 17 and 21. Now, consider a node $X$ somewhere in node 21’s level-2 square, but not in 21’s level-1 square. Recall that $X$ also had to choose a location server in node 21’s level-1 square (which is actually one of $X$’s sibling square at level-1). If $X$’s ID is between 17 and 21 then $X$ must have chosen node 21 as a location server since there are no other nodes closer to $X$ than node 21 in that level-1 square. Similarly, node 21 knows about all nodes in its level-2 square that lie between 17 and itself, including the $B$’s successor. In this case, the $B$’s 0 is 20. At the next step, node 20 must know about all nodes in the level-3 square between 17 and itself. Since nodes 20 and 17 share the same level-3 square (the biggest square in the figure), node 20 knows about node 17, and the query is finished.

The above example demonstrates why node 21 knew node 20’s location and was therefore able to move the query from itself which is $B$’s 0 the level-1 square containing $A$ to $B$’s 0 in the level-2 square. One may wonder, however, why node 21 does not know about some other node whose ID is between 17 and 20, but which lies at a distant location. This would be undesirable as node 21 would then forward the packet far away simply because, for example, it might know the location of node 19. But this cannot happen because node 20 acts as a shield for node 21 during location server selection. That is, for any nodes closer to $B$ outside of the lower right quadrant of figure 3-3, node 21 is guaranteed not to be chosen as their location servers; node 20 will always be preferable.

Having built an intuition, we now give an inductive proof that a query needs no more than $n + 1$ location query steps to reach its destination when the source and destination are 1 in a level-$n$ square. Furthermore, the query never leaves the level-$n$ square in which it starts. We assume, without loss of generality, that the destination node’s ID is 0. We then proceed inductively to prove the following equivalent claim: in $n + 1$ or fewer location
query steps, a query reaches the node with the lowest ID (i.e. closest to 0) in the level-\(n\) square containing the source. Since the destination is node 0, when the query reaches the level-\(n\) square that contains both the source and the destination nodes, it must reach the destination.

Proof:

- **Base case (level-0 square):**
  Suppose the query begins at a node \(X\), node \(X\) may or may not be the node with the lowest ID in its level-0 square. If so, the query trivially reaches the lowest node in the level-0 square after zero location query steps. If \(X\) is not the node with the lowest ID, then \(X\) will know the location of the node with the lowest ID in the level-0 square, \(Y\), because of our base case assumption that \(X\) should know every node in its level-0 square. Therefore, the query will be forwarded to the 0’s 0 in the level-0 square with at most one step.

- **Inductive step (level-(\(n+1\)) square):** If a query is at the node \(X\) with the lowest ID in its level-\(n\) square, then \(X\) will route the query to the node \(Y\) with the lowest ID in its level-(\(n+1\)) square with one or zero location query steps. If \(X\) has the lowest node ID in the level-(\(n+1\)) square, then the claim is trivially true. If not, \(X\) will know the location of \(Y\) and will not know the coordinates of any node lower than \(Y\) outside the level-(\(n+1\)) square. Node \(X\) will know the location of \(Y\) because \(Y\) will have selected \(X\) as its location server. Node \(Y\) must have selected a location server in \(X\)'s level-\(n\) square because \(X\)'s level-\(n\) square is \(Y\)'s sibling square at level-\(n\). Node \(Y\) must have selected \(X\) because \(X\) is the lowest node in its level-\(n\) square and hence is \(Y\)'s successor that square. Node \(X\) will not know the location of any node lower than \(Y\) outside of its level-(\(n+1\)) square because when any such node sought a location server in \(X\)'s level-(\(n+1\)) square, Node \(Y\) was the better choice. Therefore the lowest node that \(X\) is aware of is \(Y\) and the query will be forwarded there in one location query step.
It is important to note, however, that this proof applies only to a static network. Additional techniques are needed to help Grid deal with the problems created by mobility. The next chapter describes Grid's approach to keeping location servers up to date in the face of node motion and Grid's recovery techniques when, despite updates, location information is found to be out of date.
Chapter 4

Grid Protocol Details

This chapter describes the details of the geographic forwarding and GLS protocols that we implemented for simulation purposes. In the previous chapters, most of our algorithm analysis ignored mobility related issues. We will address them more explicitly in the actual protocol implementation here.

4.1 Geographic Forwarding

The geographic forwarding layer uses a two hop distance vector protocol. We prefer this to one hop neighbor table because it gives a node more choices in the next hop selection. This also helps ensure that each node knows the location of all nodes in its level-0 square which is set at about a unit of radio range on a side. Each node maintains a table of immediate neighbors as well as each neighbor's neighbors (2-hop neighbors). Each entry in the table includes the node’s ID, location, speed, and a timestamp. Each node periodically broadcasts a list of all neighbors it can reach in one hop, using a HELLO message. When a node receives a neighbor's HELLO message, it updates its local routing table with the HELLO message information. Using this protocol nodes may learn about two hop neighbors—nodes that cannot be reached directly, but can be reached in two hops via the neighbor that sent the HELLO message.

Each entry in the neighbor table expires after a fixed timeout. However, when an entry expires, the node estimates the neighbor's current position using its previously recorded
speed and position. If it would likely still be in range, the entry may still be used for forwarding, but it will not be reported as a neighbor in further HELLO messages. This special treatment is justified by two properties of the 802.11 MAC layer. First, broadcast packets are more likely to be lost in the face of collision than unicast packets. Thus it is not unusual to miss HELLO messages from a node that is still nearby. Second, unicast transmissions are acknowledged. If the neighbor has actually moved away, the transmitting node will be notified when it attempts to forward packets through the missing node. The invalid neighbor entry is then removed immediately and a new forwarding node is chosen.

To select a next hop for geographic forwarding, nodes first choose a set of nodes which are closest to the destination among all nodes in their 2-hop neighbor table. Call this set $B$. If $B$ contains any single-hop neighbors, remove double-hop neighbors from $B$. A node, $X$, is then chosen at random from $B$. If $X$ is a single-hop neighbor, the packet is forwarded to $X$, otherwise, since $X$ may be reachable from any number of single hop neighbors, the best such neighbor is chosen and the packet is forwarded to that node. If the transmission fails, the chosen node is removed from consideration and the packet is reprocessed, starting with the original $B$ (with $X$ removed from its 2-hop neighbor table).

### 4.2 Updating Location Information

GLS maintains two tables in each node. The location table holds the location information for whom the node is acting as a location server; each entry consists of a node ID and that node’s geographic location. The location cache holds location information that the node learns by looking at update packets it forwards or as a result of a location query. A node
only uses the cache when originating data packets. Because each node uses the neighbor

table maintained by the geographic forwarding layer to learn about other nodes in its level-0

square, the node does not need to send normal GLS updates within its level-0 square.

The GLS location update is sent periodically in order to cope with node movements.
The frequency of periodic updates is determined by the following rules:

- The faster a node moves, the faster location updates are sent.

  Intuitively, nodes that move fast change their location information more often. We
  implemented this rule by associating the location update trigger with the distance
  a node has 0 since the previous update. For example, if the distance threshold for
  periodic update is set to be \( d \), a node sends out new update messages to its three
  sibling level-0 squares every time it has moved \( d \) away from where it was when the
  last updates were sent.

- Updates are sent less often to distant location servers than nearby location servers.

  This is necessary to restrict the amount of location update traffic generated in the
  network. The basic idea behind it is that inaccurate location information about a
  node far away is potentially more valuable than inaccurate location information about
  a node that is nearby. In our implementation, each node updates its level-0 squares
  every time it has moved \( d \) unit distance away. In general, a node updates its level-\( i \)
  servers after moving away \( 2^i d \) unit distance.

Even when nodes are stationary or moving very slowly, they will send out location
updates at some maximum interval. This is because even though a node is stationary, its
previously updated location servers could move away or fail and the node should send out
updates to recruit new servers.

Location update packets (see Figure 4-2) include a timeout value that corresponds to the
periodic update interval, allowing the servers to invalidate entries shortly after a new entry
is expected. The time at which the location update packet is generated is also included in
the update packet so that the freshness of location information for a given node obtained
from different servers can be compared.
When forwarding an update, a node adds the update’s contents to its location cache. The node associates a relatively short timeout value with the cached entries regardless of the recommended timeout value carried in the update packet.

A location query is only initiated when the sender first wants to communicate with a destination node and has no idea of its whereabouts. After the destination node is successfully found using location query and data communication begins, both source and destination nodes keep each other’s location information up-to-date by piggybacking their current location on data packets. In the case of one-way communication, the destination node would explicitly send periodic new location information back to the sender.

4.3 Performing Queries

When a node $S$ originates a data packet for destination $D$, it first checks its location cache and location table to find $D$’s location. If it finds an entry for $D$, it sends the packets to $D$’s recorded location using geographic forwarding. Otherwise, $S$ initiates a location query for $D$ using the GLS. GLS tries to deliver the query packet (Figure 4-3) to $D$, which will geographically route a response to $S$ that includes $D$’s current location.

If $S$ has to initiate a GLS query, it stores the data packet in a send buffer while it waits for the response from $D$. Node $S$ 1 the query periodically if it gets no reply, using binary exponential backoff to increase the timeout intervals.
4.4 Location Query Failures

A location query may fail for two reasons. First, a node may receive a query packet for node D, and not know the location of any node with an ID closer to D than itself. This type of failure is relatively uncommon. It can occur when a location server has not recently received a location update for a node it should know about. Because the server has timed out the node’s previous update, it has no way to forward the query packet. There are ways to alleviate these failures, such as using stale location data in a last-ditch effort to forward a query packet if the query would otherwise fail. The second type of query failure occurs when a location server forwards a packet to the next closest node’s square, but the node is no longer in that square (that is, the location information at the previous location server is out of date). Because this failure mode is more common, Grid contains a specialized mechanism to alleviate the problem.

Consider a node D that has recently moved from the level-0 square $s_1$ to the level-0 square $s_2$. Node D’s location servers, particularly those that are far away, will think that D is in $s_1$ until D’s next updates reach them. To cope with this, D leaves a “forwarding pointer” in $s_1$ indicating that it has moved to $s_2$. When a packet arrives in $s_1$ for D, it can be correctly sent on by following the forwarding pointer. D broadcasts its forwarding pointer to all nodes in $s_1$ when leaving. Conceptually, we can think of the forwarding pointers as being located in the square $s_1$ rather than at any particular node. Therefore, all nodes that move into $s_1$ should pick up the forwarding pointers associated with $s_1$, and when nodes leave $s_1$, they should forget the corresponding forwarding pointers. To propagate forwarding pointers to all nodes in the level-0 square and keep all newcomers to the square

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION QUERY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate target ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next location server’s ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next location server’s location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timestamp from previous server’s database</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4-3: GLS query packet fields.
updated, a randomly chosen subset of the forwarding pointers stored at a node (up to five in our simulation implementation) is piggybacked on the node’s periodic HELLO messages. Upon hearing a HELLO message, a node adds each forwarding pointer in that message to its own collection of forwarding pointers, but only if the pointer’s original broadcaster was in the same square as the node. In this way, forwarding pointer information is effectively and efficiently spread to every node in the square. With this propagation mechanism, even if all the nodes that originally received D’s forwarding pointer were to leave the square themselves, the information would still be available in the square.
Chapter 5

Performance Analysis

This chapter presents simulation results for Grid that show how well it scales. Good scaling means that the amount of work each node performs does not rise quickly as a function of the total number of nodes. We use two metrics for evaluating the scalability of GLS: the number of location database entries each node must store, and the number of protocol packets each node must originate or forward. We also compare the performance of Grid as a complete ad hoc routing protocol with another popular on-demand routing protocol, DSR [11]. The results show that Grid scale well with the number of nodes.

Mobility increases the work required in two ways. First, a node that moves must update its location servers. Second, if a node has moved recently, some nodes may retain out-of-date location information for it; this will cause queries for the moved node to travel farther than necessary, or to fail and need to be re-sent. Handling mobility requires a tradeoff between the bandwidth used by location updates and the bandwidth available for data. If a moving node sends updates aggressively, other nodes are more likely to be able to find it. However, the updates consume bandwidth in competition with data. Worse, a very aggressive update policy may cause enough congestion that updates themselves are dropped. At the other extreme, a node could send updates infrequently even when moving quickly, increasing the amount of bandwidth available to data. However, that bandwidth is not useful if the success rate of location query becomes low because of inaccurate location information. The simulations show that Grid can achieve a reasonable tradeoff for the choice of update rate.
5.1 Simulation Scenario

The simulations use CMU’s wireless extensions [9] for the ns [7] simulator. The nodes use the IEEE 802.11 radio and MAC model provided by the CMU extensions; each radio’s range is approximately a disc with a 250 meter radius. The simulations without data traffic use 1 Megabit per second radios; the simulations with data traffic use 2 Megabits per second radios. Each simulation runs for 300 simulated seconds. Each data point presented is an average of five simulation runs.

The nodes are placed at uniformly random locations in a square universe. The size of each simulation’s universe is chosen to maintain an average node density of around 100 nodes per square kilometer. One reason for this choice is that we intend the system to be used over relatively large areas such as a campus or city, rather than in concentrated locations such as a conference hall. Another reason is that we expect any deployed system to use radios that allow the power level to be decreased in areas with high node density. The GLS level-0 square is 250 meters on a side. For a network of 600 nodes, which is the biggest simulation we have done, the grid hierarchy goes up to level-4 in a square universe 2900m on a side.

Each node moves using a “random waypoint” model [5]. The node chooses a random destination and moves toward it with a constant speed chosen uniformly between zero and a maximum speed (10 m/s unless noted otherwise). When the node reaches the destination, it chooses a new destination and begins moving toward it immediately. These simulations do not involve a pause time.

5.2 GLS Results

The results in this section involve only GLS (and geographic forwarding), without any data traffic. The default simulation parameters for this section are an 802.11 radio bandwidth of 1 Megabit per second, and a communication model in which each node initiates an average of 15 location queries to random destinations over the course of the 300 second simulation, starting at 30 seconds. The location update threshold distance is an important
Figure 5-1: GLS query success rate as a function of the total number of nodes. The nodes move at speeds up to 10 m/s (about 22 miles per hour). Each line corresponds to a different movement update threshold.

Parameter that may need to be tuned. For this reason we present results for three values of the threshold: 100, 150, and 200 meters.

Figure 5-1 shows the success rate for GLS location queries, as a function of the total number of nodes. Queries are not retransmitted, so a success means a success on the first try. As mentioned earlier, most failures are due to either location information invalidated by node motion or nodes not being correctly updated because of delayed or lost location updates. The success rate for data sent after a successful query would be much higher than indicated here, because the endpoints of a connection directly inform each other of their movements.

Figure 5-2 shows the average number of Grid protocol packets forwarded and originated per second per node as a function of the total number of nodes. Grid generates three types of protocol packets: HELLO packets that are generated every two seconds but not forwarded, location update packets that are also periodic but require forwarding, and location query and reply packets that also require forwarding. As location updates are generated
Figure 5-2: Average number of Grid protocol packets forwarded and originated per second by each node as a function of the total number of nodes. Nodes move at speeds up to 10 m/s.

by nodes as they move, the results depend on node speeds; the simulated nodes move at speeds uniformly distributed between 0 and 10 m/s. Figure 5-2 is generated from the same simulations that produced Figure 5-1. The graph shows that the Grid imposes a modest protocol traffic load as the network size grows.

Figure 5-3 shows how the distance that query packets travel compares with the actual distance in hops between the source and the destination. We record the total number of geographical forwarding hops (for all query steps) that each query takes, as well as how many hops the reply takes. Since query replies are sent directly to the query source using geographic forwarding, the reply return path indicates the geographical forwarding hop distance between the source and destination. We averaged the query hop lengths for all queries with a given response hop length. The graph shows that on average, query packets only travel about 6 hops more than the geographical forwarding route between nodes. Also, the distance traveled by a query between two nodes is proportional to the actual distance between those nodes. Our simulation agrees with a theoretical analysis that proves that
Figure 5-3: Average query path length (in hops) as a function of the query reply path length, for 300 nodes moving up to 10 m/s.

in a sufficiently dense uniform distribution, the number of hops traveled by the query is proportional to the distance to the destination. The simulation involves 300 nodes moving at speeds up to 10 m/s, with a location update threshold of 200 meters.

Figure 5-4 shows the effect of the total number of nodes on the size of each node’s GLS location table. The plots include both the average and maximum location table size over all nodes. The spikes at 150 and 400 nodes occur because the simulated area does not exactly fill a hierarchy, causing the database load to be distributed unevenly. At these points, the maximum database size is larger because the squares that extend across the edge of the simulated area contain relatively few nodes; these nodes must store more than their fair share of location database entries. On the other hand, the average table size grows very slowly with the network size.

This highlights a problem that may arise in practice when nodes are not uniformly distributed. A small number of nodes in a high-level square may end up responsible for tracking the locations of a large number of nodes in sibling squares. This would require large amounts of space in these few nodes.
Figure 5-4: Average and maximum per-node location database size (number of entries) as a function of the total number of nodes. The nodes move at speeds up to 10 m/s.

Figure 5-5 shows the effect of node movement speed on the GLS query success rate, for 100 nodes. As nodes move faster, their location servers are more likely to be out of date. On the other hand, the nodes also generate updates faster. The net effect is that the query success rate is relatively insensitive to node speed, however, the update traffic grows as nodes move faster.

Figure 5-6 shows the effect of nodes turning on and off. Some nodes are always on, while the rest alternate being on and off for intervals uniformly distributed from 0 to 120 and 0 to 60 seconds, respectively. As we are simulating node crashes, nodes do not do anything special before turning off; they simply lose all their location table data. In practice, if a node is just turned off normally, GLS should allow it to redistribute its location table to get better performance. Each point in the graph represents a simulation in which a different fraction of nodes are always on. The simulations involve 100 nodes, each moving with a maximum speed of 10 m/s. The statistics are limited to queries addressed to nodes that are turned on; no queries are generated to nodes that are off as these queries will always fail. When a node turns off, a part of the distributed location database is lost; when a node turns
on, it will not be able to participate correctly in the update and query protocol for a while. The graph shows that even a great deal of instability does not have a disastrous effect, and that the query success rate degrades gracefully as nodes turn on and off.

5.3 Data Traffic

The simulations in this section measure Grid's behavior when forwarding data traffic. The 802.11 radio bandwidth is 2 Megabits per second, and the location update threshold distance is 200 meters. The data traffic is generated by a number of constant bit rate connections equal to half the number of nodes. No node is a source in more than one connection and no node is a destination in more than three connections. For each connection four 128-byte data packets are sent per second for 20 seconds. Connections are initiated at random times between 30 and 280 seconds into the simulation. For purposes of comparison we include results for the DSR [11] protocol. This may not be a fair comparison since DSR is optimized for relatively small networks [4].
Figure 5-6: The effect of unstable nodes on the query success rate. The X axis indicates the fraction of nodes that are always on; the remaining nodes cycle on and off for random periods up to 120 and 60 seconds, respectively. The network consists of 100 nodes moving at speeds up to 10 m/s.

Figure 5-7 shows the fraction of data packets successfully delivered. Most of the data packets that Grid fails to deliver are due to GLS query failures; these packets never leave the source. Once Grid finds the location of a destination, data losses are unlikely, since geographic forwarding adapts well to the motion of intermediate nodes. Below 400 nodes, most of the DSR losses are due to broken source routes; at 400 nodes and above, losses are mainly due to flooding-induced congestion. Grid does a better job than DSR over the whole range of numbers of nodes, especially for large networks.

Figure 5-8 shows the message overhead of the Grid and DSR protocols. Only protocol packets are included. In the case of Grid, these are HELLO, GLS update, and GLS query and reply packets. In the case of DSR, these are route request, reply, cached reply packets etc. DSR produces less protocol overhead for small networks, while Grid produces less overhead for large networks. At 400 nodes and above, DSR suffers from network congestion. Almost half of the route reply and cache reply messages are dropped due to
Figure 5-7: The fraction of data packets that are successfully delivered by DSR and Grid in networks of increasing numbers of nodes. The nodes move with a maximum speed of 10 m/s.

congestion which causes DSR to inject even more route requests into the network. Also, as the network grows larger and congestion builds up, the source route is more vulnerable to failure which will also induce DSR source nodes to send more route request packets. DSR’s overhead drops at 600 nodes because it could not send much more packets in the presence of congestion. We present overhead in terms of packets rather than bytes because medium acquisition overhead dominates actual packet transmission in 802.11, particularly for the small packets used by Grid.

5.4 Summary

Our simulations show that Grid has great potential to scale to a large ad hoc network. In particular, GLS protocol message and storage overhead grow slowly with the size of the network. GLS copes with node movement reasonably well, although in a highly mobile network, we expect to see more GLS protocol packets due to frequent location updates.
Figure 5-8: The number of all protocol overhead packets forwarded per node per second by DSR and Grid as a function of the total number of nodes. The nodes move with a maximum speed of 10 m/s.

Geographic forwarding is a good choice for mobile networks, as it is able to handle node movement and dynamically change the next hop much better than source routing as used in DSR. Grid outperforms DSR in large networks with greater than 300 nodes.
Chapter 6

Related Work

Many ad hoc routing protocols are designed with a flat hierarchy. Hence, there is a need in these systems for global operations that distribute entire network topology information or queries to all nodes in the network. Some, such as DSDV [17], are pro-active; they continuously maintain route entries for all destinations. Other techniques are reactive, and construct routes to destinations as they are required by flooding the network with query packets. This includes systems such as DSR [11], AODV [16], and TORA[15]. Broch et al. [5] and Johansson et al. [10] each provide overviews of these ad hoc routing techniques, along with comparative simulation results using small (30–50 node) simulations. They showed that pro-active routing protocols (DSR,AODV) deal with mobility well in small networks and caching is effective in reducing the frequency that route request messages are sent. In 0, 1 routing protocols such as DSDV could not cope with mobility well even in small networks because the routing table entries become stale easily when nodes move around.

For scalability concerns, a number of routing protocols have been proposed that actively maintain a hierarchy among mobile nodes to constrain the 0 of routing information. These systems also come with their own location service protocol in order to map each node’s identifier with its changing hierarchical address used for routing.

MMWM [18] organizes nodes into a hierarchy of clusters and distributes link state information so that each node in the network knows how to route to sibling clusters of every ancestor cluster in addition to every node in the same lowest-level cluster. In MMWM, each
node has a current hierarchical routing address which is a concatenation of the identifiers of the clusters that the node currently resides in. Each cluster (of every size) has a designated location manager that keeps track of the next level of clusters the node belongs to currently. This protocol has been shown to work well in a simulation of battlefield battalions where groups of nodes move together and form natural clusters.

The Landmark system [19, 20] actively maintains a hierarchy to provide routing in a changing network. Nodes in a Landmark network have unique permanent IDs that are not directly useful for routing. Each node also has a changeable Landmark address, which consists of a list of IDs of Landmark nodes along the path from a well-known root to the node’s current location. A Landmark address can be used directly for routing, since it is similar to a source route. The Landmark system provides a location service that maps IDs to current addresses. Each node X sends updates containing its current Landmark address to a node that acts as its address server, chosen by hashing X’s ID to produce a Landmark address A. If a node Y exists with that address, Y acts as X’s location server. Otherwise the node with Landmark address closest to A is used. Anyone looking for X can use the same algorithm to find X’s location server, which can be queried to find X’s current Landmark address.

Building a hierarchy among landmarks and nodes themselves is difficult in a mobile environment. Clustering approaches, such as MMWM, face problems due to inconsistent information at different nodes because of the asynchronous nature of the network. Consequently, the routing protocol is more complex and prone to error because of the need to be able to continue to function with inconsistent information. Moreover, the performance of such routing protocols depend heavily on the dynamic hierarchy being built. If there is no intrinsic hierarchy in the mobile network such as 0 in different units of the army, the protocol might have to initiate too many changes in hierarchy which are expensive operations. However, this combination of location servers and addresses that encode routing information is similar to the architecture described in this thesis. Grid, however, avoids building dynamic hierarchies, as they are vulnerable to the movement of nodes, especially changes near the top of the hierarchy.

More closely related to Grid are protocols that make use of geographic positions. Finn’s
Cartesian routing [8] addresses each node with a geographic location as well as a unique identifier. Packets are routed by sending them to the neighbor closest to the packet’s ultimate destination. Dead ends encountered in the forwarding are handled by scoped flooding. However, Finn gives no detailed explanation of how node locations are found or how mobility is handled.

More recent work on geographic approaches to routing includes the DREAM [2] and LAR [14] systems. LAR is designed to enhance the performance of reactive routing protocols by using geographic information to constrain the scope of flooding. LAR does not maintain location information for each node explicitly. Rather, it relies on the first flooded route request message of the reactive routing protocol to learn the destination’s geographic location and limit subsequent route request messages to be in a request zone consisting of the sender and its 11. LAR also does not explicitly use geographic information in making forwarding decisions. DREAM routes packets geographically, in a manner similar to Finn’s Cartesian system. DREAM nodes 1 flood position updates over the whole network, allowing all the nodes in the network to build complete location databases. Because both LAR and DREAM involve global flooding, neither system seems suited to large networks.
Chapter 7

Conclusions

Wireless technology has the potential to dramatically simplify the deployment of data networks. For the most part this potential has not been fulfilled: most wireless networks use costly wired infrastructure for all but the final hop. Ad hoc networks can fulfill this potential because they are easy to deploy: they require no infrastructure and configure themselves automatically. But previous ad hoc techniques do not usually scale well to large networks.

We have presented a mobile ad hoc networking protocol with significantly better scaling properties than previous protocols. Although somewhat complicated to understand, our protocol is very simple to implement. In many ways the two facets of our system, geographic forwarding and the GLS, operate in fundamentally similar ways. Geographic forwarding moves packets along paths that bring them closer to the destination in physical space, only reasoning about nodes with nearby locations at each step along the path. GLS moves packets along paths that bring them closer to the destination in ID space, using only information about nodes with nearby IDs at each step along the path. Both mechanisms are scalable because they only need local information in their respective spaces.

*Grid* is an ad hoc routing system that promises to scale to large networks. However, it faces more challenges in order to be deployed. For example, what if nodes do not know their current location? Will geographic routing “holes” become much more common in real networks where obstacles and uneven radio ranges are present? We expect to address these practical issues as part of future work.
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